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San Francisco Chronicle 
Giants nearly no-hit in loss to Diamondbacks  
Henry Schulman 
 
PHOENIX — No-hitters are not ordained against certain clubs. They are like direct-hit lightning 
strikes. Any pitcher can have that great a night. Any team, potent or not, can be victimized. 
 
Still, some no-hitters and close calls are less shocking than others. 
 
Take a pitcher as dominating as Arizona left-hander Patrick Corbin, have him face a lifeless 
offense like the Giants’, and the ingredients were there Tuesday night in a 1-0 loss that was not 
historic thanks to one Brandon Belt check-swing. 
 
Rather than being exceptional, the game proved all too mundane for a San Francisco lineup 
that has failed to score as many as two runs in nine of its 16 games and ruined a fantastic injury 
comeback game for Johnny Cueto. 
 
Corbin settled for a one-hitter and his first career shutout. The Giants lost their fourth game in a 
row and fell to 6-10, leaving them already six games back of first-place Arizona. 
 
Corbin took his no-hit bid into the eighth inning. Belt ended it with two outs when he checked 
his swing and rolled an infield hit to the left side, which mostly was vacated in the standard Belt 
shift. 
 
Shortstop Nick Ahmed, the only fielder with a shot to make a play, raced to backhand the ball 
and sent a strong throw to first, but Belt beat it easily. 
 
“It happens sometimes,” Belt said. “I hit one earlier in the game and they took a hit away from 
me with a good diving play. The shift takes away a lot of hits. Every now and again, it gives one 
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back.” 
 
Belt was referring to his third-inning grounder to the right side. Third baseman Daniel Descalso, 
playing right of second base, stopped what might have been a needle-threading hit to right field 
that would have ended any no-hit suspense early. 
  
The Giants had not gone hitless this late in a game since Homer Bailey’s no-hitter in Cincinnati 
on July 2, 2013. The last time they went 72/3 hitless innings then got one was in 1995. 
 
A Corbin no-hitter at least would have deflected part of the story away from the awful Giants 
offense. Yes, Corbin’s sliders looked an awful lot like fastballs before diving into the dirt, but 
Giants hitters helped him immensely by chasing them. 
 
Manager Bruce Bochy sees a team pressing on all cylinders. 
 
 “They’re trying too hard. You can see it,” Bochy said. “You’re going to run into games like this, 
but even the past week, we’ve got to calm down here a little bit. As much as we’re chasing, it 
tells me there’s a little tension in these swings.” 
 
What to do? For one thing, Mac Williamson hit another homer for Sacramento on Tuesday 
night. The decision-makers know this. 
 
Cueto returned from his ankle injury and in some ways dominated more than Corbin. 
 
Cueto pitched seven shutout innings, allowed two hits and struck out 11, one short of his career 
high. 
 
His ankle was tested in consecutive innings, first when he had to sprint deep into foul territory 
to catch a Descalso pop-up in the second because the Giants’ infield was shifted the other way, 
and again when he had to race toward a Jarrod Dyson squibber in the third and tag Dyson on 
the way to first. 
 
Asked if he felt anything in his ankle on those plays, Cueto said, “Thank God, no.” 
 
Bochy felt seven innings were enough for Cueto in his first game back and turned to Tony 
Watson to pitch the eighth. Watson allowed his first run of the year, and lost, after walking 
Dyson and allowing him to score after a Corbin sacrifice and David Peralta’s two-out groundball 
single up the middle. 
 
San Francisco Chronicle 
Giants scratch Evan Longoria with ankle injury 
Henry Schulman 
 
PHOENIX — There is no good time for an injury, but some times are worse than others, 
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particularly when a struggling player is just beginning to click. 
 
So it goes for third baseman Evan Longoria, who seemed poised to overcome his awful start but 
reinjured his left ankle Tuesday while standing in the batter’s box during Derek Holland’s 
regular between-starts bullpen session. 
 
Manager Bruce Bochy offered a prognosis of “a couple of days” for Longoria, who missed a 
week in spring training with what the player described then as a recurring injury in the back of 
the ankle. 
 
Longoria seems confident he will return sooner this time, saying after the Giants’ 1-0 loss 
Tuesday that he probably could have pinch-hit and hopes to return Wednesday night. 
 
This has to count as a freak injury. Longoria said he felt it with an odd step. 
 
“It’s just a weird thing,” he said. “I wish I could expain it. Sometimes when I move it in a funny 
way, it locks up. I know it sounds bad to say it like that, but it is what it is.” 
 
Longoria batted .114 over the first 10 games but was 7-for-19 with three doubles and a homer 
in his past five. 
 
Samardzija update: Jeff Samardzija threw a bullpen Tuesday afternoon, and the Giants are 
leaning toward activating him Saturday to make his 2018 debut against the Angels. Bochy was 
not ready to make an announcement and said he would hold off to ensure Samardzija feels OK 
on Wednesday. 
 
Bochy provided a hint that Andrew Suarez could pitch this weekend instead. The club had 
Suarez pitch in San Jose on Monday night when Sacramento was rained out to keep him on turn 
for Saturday just in case. 
 
However, Suarez’s requisite 10 days in the minors would not allow him to return before 
Sunday. To pitch Saturday, he would have to replace a player put on the disabled list. 
 
The Giants flirted with the idea of a second rehab start for Samardzija after he was slammed for 
six runs in his first one at San Jose, but shifted gears after Tyler Beede was hit hard in San Diego 
on Sunday. 
 
“I feel good to go,” Samardzija said. 
 
Briefly: Buster Posey returned after missing Sunday’s game with a right-thumb injury that he 
said occurs every season. He said that not hitting the ball on the barrel can worsen the injury. 
He had not been squaring up many balls before he hit two hard Tuesday night. ... The 
Diamondbacks were bidding for their third no-hitter. Randy Johnson threw a perfect game in 
Atlanta in 2004 and Edwin Jackson had an eight-walk no-hitter in Tampa Bay in 2010. 
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MLB.com 
Cueto dazzles as Giants fall, avoid being no-hit  
Chris Haft 
 
PHOENIX -- Having participated in two superb pitching performances Tuesday, the Giants tried 
to focus on the long-term ramifications of one, while downplaying the short-term effects of the 
other. 
 
They reveled in Johnny Cueto's two-hit, 11-strikeout effort in seven innings against the Arizona 
Diamondbacks. But they declined to crow about Arizona's Patrick Corbin, whose complete-
game one-hitter proved to be the dominant force in the Giants' 1-0 defeat. 
 
As dominant as Corbin looked, particularly while he no-hit the Giants for 7 2/3 innings, each out 
he recorded prolonged the futility of San Francisco's offense. The Giants have scored one or 
fewer runs in nine games this season, the most in the Major Leagues. San Francisco's 
disappointing .158 batting average with runners in scoring position entering the night remained 
constant, primarily because Corbin didn't allow a Giant to stray as far as second base. 
 
The Giants tried to content themselves with Cueto' magnificence in his first start since April 4. 
Shortly afterward, a sprained left ankle sent him to the disabled list. But the injury was never 
considered serious, as Cueto demonstrated against the D-backs. He struck out at least one 
batter in every inning, and was never seriously threatened. 
 
"I tried to do my own thing," Cueto said. "The changeup was my go-to pitch, but everything else 
was working just fine." 
 
First baseman Brandon Belt had an on-field view of Cueto's evening, talking after the game 
about his performance. 
 
"If we get ballgames out of Johnny like we did tonight, he's going to win us a lot of baseball 
games," he said. "It's just unfortunate that the other guy pitched a great ballgame, too." 
 
Belt nagged Corbin all night. He nearly recorded the Giants' first hit in the third inning, long 
before no-hit thoughts danced in everybody's heads. The ball couldn't quite escape the 
overshifted infield, however, and third baseman Daniel Descalso made the play. 
 
The D-backs shifted for Belt again in the eighth inning, but their infielders could do nothing with 
the check-swing grounder up the third-base line. 
 
"It happens sometimes," Belt said. "The shift takes a lot of hits away, but every now and then, 
it'll give one back." 
 
The Giants' inability to score left opportunity in the D-backs' hands. They capitalized on the 
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chance to break the scoreless tie, as David Peralta grounded a single to center field off Giants 
left-hander Tony Watson with two outs in their half of the eighth to score Jarrod Dyson. 
 
According to STATS, the last time the Giants went hitless for at least 7 2/3 innings in a game 
without being no-hit, was on Sept. 4, 1995, against the Expos. Carlos Perez threw 6 2/3 innings 
and Gil Heredia added an inning, before Glenallen Hill singled.  
 
STATS also pointed out that the Giants hadn't gone hitless for at least 7 2/3 innings against a 
single pitcher without actually being no-hit since Aug. 20, 1986, against the Phillies, when Don 
Carman befuddled them. Bob Brenly doubled to lead off the ninth inning. 
 
MOMENTS THAT MATTERED 
In a sense, the fact that Watson yielded a run was monumental. He entered the game unscored 
upon in 6 2/3 innings spanning six appearances. He had allowed opponents four hits in 24 at-
bats (good for a .167 average). Watson was nearly perfect, yet there was no way that could last. 
 
YOU GOTTA SEE THIS 
Credit the Giants for striving to win until the very end. Pinch-hitter Nick Hundley drove Corbin's 
final delivery to left field, where it briefly appeared that Peralta would miss the ball. That would 
have resulted in at least a double for Hundley. But Peralta turned to adjust his route, and made 
the grab. 
 
THEY SAID IT 
"He was making his slider look like his fastball. I think if you can do that, you're going to be 
tough every night." -- Belt, on Corbin. 
 
UP NEXT 
The Giants resume their series vs. the D-backs on Wednesday at 6:40 p.m. PT as right-hander 
Chris Stratton opposes Arizona lefty Robbie Ray, who is fast becoming a Giant-killer. Ray is 3-0 
with a 1.54 ERA in his last four starts against San Francisco. 
 
MLB.com 
Longoria (ankle) scratched; Sandoval at 3B 
Chris Haft 
 
PHOENIX -- Giants third baseman Evan Longoria experienced a recurrence of the left ankle 
injury that nagged him during Spring Training, forcing him to be scratched from the lineup for 
Tuesday's series opener against the Arizona Diamondbacks. The D-backs won, 1-0. 
 
Giants manager Bruce Bochy said that he expected Longoria to miss perhaps the next two 
games. 
 
Pablo Sandoval replaced Longoria, both at third base and in the fifth spot in the batting order. 
The switch-hitting Sandoval entered the game batting .250 overall (4-for-16), but only .143 (1-
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for-7) against lefties. He will face a southpaw in D-backs Tuesday night starter Patrick Corbin. 
 
Longoria, who rested his ankle during the second week of Spring Training, sustained what 
Bochy called a "tweak," as the three-time All-Star stood in the batter's box, tracking Derek 
Holland's pitches during a throwing session between starts. 
 
Longoria entered Tuesday batting .204 (11-for-54), while starting 14 of San Francisco's first 15 
games at third base. However, he had surged lately, batting .368 (7-for-19) with three doubles 
and a home run during the past five games. 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
Giants lineup continues to struggle in shutout loss to D-Backs 
Alex Pavlovic 
 
PHOENIX — Major League Baseball spent most of the offseason working on changes to improve 
pace of play. A few more months like this from the Giants lineup might singlehandedly fix the 
problem.  
 
Patrick Corbin needed just two hours, five minutes and 100 pitches to one-hit the Giants. The 
lone knock in a 1-0 loss at Chase Field was a check-swing, shift-busting, infield single from 
Brandon Belt with two outs in the eighth.  
 
The effort, or lack thereof, wasted a gem from Johnny Cueto, who struck out 11 in seven 
innings but could only watch as Tony Watson gave up the night’s lone run in the bottom of the 
eighth. Corbin did the rest.  
 
“You can’t say enough about what Johnny did,” Belt said. “He didn’t let the hitters’ failings 
affect him. He just went out and did his job and he was really good at it.” 
 
So was Corbin, but these days, it seems like any pitcher facing the Giants will sleep well 
afterward. They have lost four straight and scored just six runs over that span. Through 16 
games, they have failed to score more than two runs on nine different occasions.  
 
“I just see some guys pressing here,” manager Bruce Bochy said. “They’re trying too hard and 
you can see it. They’re trying to get things going. The past week, we’ve got to calm down a little 
bit. You don’t ever stop trying to do your best or compete, but you can go overboard.” 
 
Bochy said he watches his hitters chase pitches in the dirt and sees “tension in their swings.” 
Asked what he can do, he said the staff is having daily discussions. The Giants made batting 
practice optional on Sunday to try and clear some heads. They couldn't do the same on the first 
night in a new ballpark.  
 
“We’re talking about ways we can help,” he said again.  
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Right now, this group needs plenty of it.  
 
Corbin has taken the leap this year by relying heavily on a slider that Belt said looks like a 
fastball until it’s too late to adjust. He threw 40 of them Tuesday, getting 12 swinging strikes 
and five looking. Only one of the nine sliders the Giants put into play found success, and that 
was somewhat by accident.  
 
When Belt walked up with two down in the eighth inning of a scoreless game, Joe Panik’s 
fourth-inning walk represented the lone Giants baserunner. The Diamondbacks shifted, and 
Belt said he did not automatically eliminate the possibility of bunting. Bochy would have been 
fine with, no matter what the “unwritten rules” might say. The shift was on and the game was 
tied.  
 
“You’re trying to win a ballgame,” he said.  
 
Belt realized that it would take a perfect bunt to get a hit given the way Corbin falls off the 
mound, but he essentially did bunt, just without any controversy. He checked his swing and 
pushed one toward third, beating the throw to first. Belt cracked a huge smile as he walked 
back to the bag.  
 
“I hit one earlier (into the shift) and they took it away with a good diving play,” he said. “It just 
happens sometimes. The shift takes a lot of hits away, but once in a while, it gives one back.” 
 
The Giants could not find another hit, though, and the Diamondbacks pounced on Tony 
Watson. A walk, sac bunt and single up the middle provided the only run Corbin would need. It 
was the first run allowed by Watson this season.  
 
Bochy had pulled Cueto after 97 pitches. He said he probably would have stuck with him a bit 
longer if he had not been coming off an ankle injury.  
 
“We talked with Johnny,” he said. “It was the right thing to do.” 
 
That was true for many reasons, including one Bochy probably would rather not think about. 
There’s no telling how long Cueto would have had to stick around to get any kind of support 
from the lineup. 
 
NBC Sports Bay Area 
Evan Longoria might be out 'a couple of days' with ankle injury 
Alex Pavlovic 
 
PHOENIX -- Just when he finally started to get his bat going, Evan Longoria has to take a seat. 
The third baseman tweaked his left ankle while standing in and tracking pitches during a Derek 
Holland bullpen session on Tuesday. Longoria was a late scratch from the lineup. Bruce Bochy 
said he might be down a couple of days.  
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Longoria dealt with this problem in spring training and missed about a week, although at the 
time he said it wouldn't be nearly as big a deal during the regular season. He has seven hits in 
his last 18 at-bats, with three doubles and a homer.  
 
"He was looking comfortable at the plate and seeing the ball much better and getting good 
swings off, so the timing is not great," Bochy said.  
 
Longoria had started 14 of the first 15 games. Pablo Sandoval took his place at third base in 
Tuesday's lineup.  
 
--- Jeff Samardzija is in Arizona and threw a bullpen session, but the Giants have not yet named 
him Saturday's starter. Bochy said he would have news after the game. If Samardzija does not 
pitch Saturday, the Giants will need some creative accounting. Andrew Suarez is not eligible to 
return until Sunday, unless the Giants put someone on the disabled list and Suarez takes that 
player's spot.  
 
--- If ever there were a time for Hunter Pence to get going, this is the night. Pence is 15-for-35 
against Pat Corbin with nine extra-base hits. 
 
The Athletic 
Held in check: Johnny Cueto dominates, but Giants' meager offense barely escapes being no-
hit in Arizona 
Andrew Baggarly 
 
PHOENIX — It looked so tantalizing. And then it disappeared. 
 
That was what Johnny Cueto’s changeup did in seven innings of dominance Tuesday night. He 
threw 28 of them and the Arizona Diamondbacks swung through it 11 times. They managed to 
put it in play just once. They were completely dumbfounded while collecting two singles in 
Cueto’s seven shutout innings. 
 
The Giants lost, 1-0. 
 
That lineup of theirs once looked so tantalizing. It has disappeared, too. 
 
The Giants ran up against a hot pitcher at the top of his game in left-hander Patrick Corbin, who 
went the distance on 100 pitches and would have thrown a no-hitter if not for Brandon Belt’s 
check-swing roller against an infield shift with two outs in the eighth inning. Corbin’s slider was 
every bit as undecipherable as Cueto’s changeup. 
 
But Giants manager Bruce Bochy has the benefit of context. He saw some of the same lunging, 
off-balance swings last weekend in San Diego. 
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So, yes, tip your cap. But maybe it’s time to shrink some heads, too. 
 
“I get it,” Bochy said. “You’ll run into games like this. I just think the at-bats we’re seeing … you 
never stop competing and you do your best, but you can go overboard. That’s what I’m seeing. 
 
“We hit a couple balls hard, but really, as much as we’re chasing, that tells me there’s a little 
tension in the swings.” 
 
It’s understandable. The Giants played their 16th game of the season and faced their 11th left-
handed starter, and the right-handed heft they added over the winter is producing featherlight 
stuff. 
 
Andrew McCutchen is batting .181 against lefties. Austin Jackson is batting .222 with zero extra-
base hits in 36 at-bats. Evan Longoria has been a bit better, but the Giants didn’t have use of his 
services Tuesday. He reinjured a tricky ankle in the afternoon while performing the generally 
passive task of standing in and tracking pitches during Derek Holland’s side session. 
 
“I just sometimes move it a funny way and it locks up,” said Longoria, who dealt with the ankle 
in spring training but was optimistic he could play Wednesday. “It sounds bad to say it that way, 
but it is what it is.” 
 
If we look up in June and this Giants offense is what it is … well, it won’t matter that Cueto is 
reestablishing himself as an ace or Jeff Samardzija is poised to return to the rotation this 
weekend in Anaheim or Madison Bumgarner should be back stamping and snorting. 
 
Their right-handed batters went 0 for 15 against Corbin and whiffed at 13 pitches out of the 
strike zone. Jackson expanded the zone without making contact five times. 
 
Overall, Giants right-handed position players are batting .222 against left-handed pitching – and 
Buster Posey is providing most of the ballast in that boat. 
 
Corbin was dispatching hitters with the efficiency that a no-hitter demands. Then came the next 
flourish within the motif: the diving play that saves the bid and brings the fans to their feet. 
Diamondbacks center fielder A.J. Pollock provided that when he followed a twisting route with 
a diving effort to grab Buster Posey’s hard drive to end the seventh inning. 
 
Belt already had grounded into an infield shift twice – a diving play by third baseman Daniel 
Descalso, who was playing to the right side of second base, robbed him in the third inning. He 
faced an interesting decision as he stepped to the plate with two out in the eighth in a scoreless 
game. 
 
Do you bunt against the shift to break up the no-hitter, or is there some unspoken rule about 
that? 
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“No, no, no, no,” Bochy said. “I’d have no problem bunting there to win a ballgame.” 
 
Belt said he considered it. But even though Descalso was shifted up the middle, shortstop Nick 
Ahmed was playing him a couple steps closer. 
 
“With a lefty on the mound, it would have taken a really good bunt, I think, to get a hit out of 
it,” Belt said. “It ended up working out anyway.” 
 
Belt checked his swing and sent a roller up the left side. Descalso made an acrobatic effort to 
make it a close play, but Belt beat the throw. The crowd momentarily lodged its complaints 
with a round of boos before cheering Corbin’s bid. 
 
Belt became the first Giant to break up a no-hitter after 7 2/3 innings since Sept. 4, 1995, when 
Glenallen Hill collected a hit against Montreal’s Gil Heredia. Coincidentally, Corbin became the 
first Giants opponent to throw a one-hit shutout on 100 or fewer pitches since another member 
of those 1995 Expos, Kirk Rueter, did it in Montreal on Aug. 27 of that season. 
 
In addition to sparing the Giants the ignominy of being no-hit, Belt dispensed with a bit of 
advice for his pressing mates. 
 
“By the end of the year, you know who you’re going to be,” Belt said. “It’s remembering that. 
The goal is to go up there and have good at-bats. That puts you back where you need to be. 
This has happened to everybody. You want to try to do more and sometimes it’s better to do 
less.” 
 
The Giants were held to one run or fewer for the ninth time in 16 games, and afterward, Bochy 
said he and Brian Sabean had already begun to discuss what could be done. They spoke of 
altering pregame routines, not personnel. 
 
“We’re talking about it now, ways we can help give them a break,” Bochy said. “I don’t know 
what we could’ve done different today.” 
 
Those words surely screech like a steam kettle to some fans, especially when Mac Williamson 
finished the night in Sacramento with as many hits as the Giants did. Williamson hit his sixth 
home run. It was his fifth homer in six games. He is batting .516. And he hits right-handed. 
 
Meanwhile, Hunter Pence flung his bat on one swing, was hopelessly late on several others and 
is well past the days when he could provide punch against left-handed starters. He is batting 
.143 against them with one extra-base hit in 28 at-bats. 
 
This probably won’t be the game that inspires the Giants to make a change. But it is another 
pebble on the scales. 
 
It just occurs to me that you might be curious how the Giants lost. Left-hander Tony Watson, 
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who has been excellent thus far, replaced Cueto in the eighth and issued a one-out walk to 
Jarrod Dyson. Corbin sacrificed him to second base. It was the one instance all game when 
either team batted with a runner in scoring position. And David Peralta’s well placed single up 
the middle plated the run. 
 
It was over in two hours and five minutes. MLB commissioner Rob Manfred can smile about 
that. And the Giants at least can take heart in Cueto’s dominant return to the rotation after 
missing two turns because of a sprained ankle. 
 
When Cueto halted prior to throwing his first pitch of the night, it appeared perhaps he had 
tweaked the ankle. But no, he simply wanted groundskeepers to regrade and rake a wet 
mound. He showed his ankle was sound when he sprinted 72 feet to catch a foul pop near the 
third base coaching box (while Pablo Sandoval was shifted up the middle). Then he ran hard to 
field Dyson’s swinging bunt and apply a tag in a glancing collision with the runner. 
 
“I was nervous on both of ‘em,” Bochy said. 
 
Cueto’s sprint speed took a backseat to his offspeed. His changeup had the consistent drop and 
fade that he lacked last season, and working in concert with a slider he threw 31 times, he 
matched his high for strikeouts as a Giant. 
 
“Yeah, my changeup was my go-to pitch,” Cueto said through interpreter Erwin Higueros. “But 
everything else was working just fine.” 
 
The old Cueto changeup would make a massive difference for him this season, though. 
 
In 2016, the year when Cueto started the All-Star Game, batters slugged .308 against the 
changeup. He threw the pitch 630 times and gave up exactly one home run. Then last season, 
as he dealt with blisters and a forearm strain, they slugged .573 against it. He threw 503 
changeups and 11 got taken deep. 
 
It went from being one of the league’s most effective pitches one year to basically turning every 
hitter into Paul Goldschmidt the next. 
 
Boil it down to this: Cueto needs the changeup again in order to thrive this season. And the 
Giants need Cueto to thrive in order to recast themselves as contenders. 
 
They’ll eventually need some offense, too. Or else hope will be the next thing to disappear. 
 
 


